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We  began  as  a  modest  metalworking  
shop  in  1947  —  our days were 
spent crafting steel water jugs for 
oil field workers — but we knew we 
could do way more. So, we did. Soon 
we became the go-to brand known 
for adding more fun  to  outdoor  
adventures  with  affordable,  quality  
ice  chests  that  looked...well,  cool,  
and  included  features  you  never  
knew  you  needed  but  could  no  
longer  do  without.  Most  know  us  
for  the  Playmate®  cooler  —  aka  
“America’s  Lunchbox”  —  we  created  
in  1971  that  has  such  a  distinct,  
innovative  design,  it’s  on  display  at  
the  Smithsonian.  We  pride ourselves 
in thinking outside the (ice) box. 
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HARDSIDES
We’ve got a huge range of durable hardside coolers in every size — 
from the 4-quart Playmate® Mini to the 150-quart Quick & Cool™ — that 
are always up for adventure, whether it’s in the great outdoors or your 
great backyard.
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THE WORLD’S FIRST 
HARDSIDE COOLERS MADE 
WITH RECYCLED PLASTIC

We’ve been on a roll with world firsts since 1947; revolutionizing the industry right and left. But these days our path of innovation 

is leading us down greener pastures — literally greener, thanks to our RECOOL® biodegradable coolers, REPREVE® softsides made 

with post-consumer recycled plastic bottles and THERMECOOL™ insulation (that’s 50x better for the planet) in our hardsides. And now: 

ECOCOOL®, the world’s first recycled hardside coolers!

To put it simply, we’re taking post-consumer plastic — primarily discarded plastic yogurt cups and milk jugs — that would otherwise 

end up in landfills throughout the world and transforming it into a recycled resin used in the outside body, liner and lid of our 

ECOCOOL coolers, from a Playmate to a 90-quart roller.  And we’re proud to say that there’s nothing like this on the market.

ECOCOOL. One more step for Igloo. One giant leap…toward becoming the most environmentally friendly cooler company on Earth!

ECOCOOL®
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ECOCOOL®

ECOCOOL LITTLE PLAYMATE™ ECOCOOL LATITUDE 30 ECOCOOL LATITUDE 52

• Outside body, liner and lid made from post-consumer 
recycled resin

• Trademarked tent-top design
• Original push-button release on side
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access to contents
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• Outside body, liner and lid made from post-consumer 
recycled resin

• Tall profile accommodates taller beverages, like wine, 2-liter 
bottles and sports drinks

• Perfect height for a comfortable seat
• Cool Riser Technology® - elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• Outside body, liner and lid made from  
post-consumer recycled resin

• Convenient swing-up handles for easy loading in / out 
of vehicle

• Connect the handle brackets with a bungee cord to haul  
more gear

• Four self-draining cup holders keep your cold ones within 
arm’s reach

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves 
 cooling performance

• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation
7 Quarts / 6 Liters / 9 Cans

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 32786 – Vintage Green

30 Quarts / 28 Liters / 41 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 50489 – Vintage Green 52 Quarts / 49 Liters / 76 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 50491 – Vintage Green
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ECOCOOL®

ECOCOOL LATITUDE 90 ROLLERECOCOOL LATITUDE 60 ROLLER

• Outside body, liner and lid made from post-consumer recycled resin
• MaxCold®: Foam-insulated lid and body provides 5 days of  

ice-retention performance
• Flip-up tow handle reduces towing force by up to 50% 
• Oversized wheels provide all-terrain mobility
• Hybrid latches have a stainless steel hinge for added durability and 

secure lid closure
• Oversized, durable hinges with stay-open detent
• Comfort-grip, swing-up rear handle for lifting and loading
• Multiple tie-down points to secure cooler to truck beds, boat decks or 

marina docks
• Secure the body only while maintaining lid access or secure the body 

and lid for long- distance destinations
• Threaded drain plug with tethered cap is also garden hose compatible for 

convenient draining
• Molded ruler on lid to measure your catch
• Media slot allows you to park your mobile device off the ground for easy 

access and viewing
• Self-draining cup holders keep your beverages within arm’s reach
• Cup holders will accommodate two 12-ounce cans or two large personal 

hydration tumblers
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• Outside body, liner and lid made from post-consumer  
recycled resin

• MaxCold®: Foam-insulated lid and body provides 5 days of 
ice-retention performance

• Oversized wheels provide all-terrain mobility
• Locking, telescoping handle enables cooler to be pushed 

or pulled
• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / unloading
• Four self-draining cup holders keep your cold ones within 

arm’s reach
• Triple-snap, leak-resistant drain plug allows easy draining of 

melted ice
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

90 Quarts / 85 Liters / 137 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 34776 – Vintage Green

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

60 Quarts / 56 Liters / 98 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 34777 – Vintage Green

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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US: POLYSTYRENE BANS

The technical name for that white, squeaky foam we all know is 
polystyrene and expanded polystyrene (EPS). It’s made from a 
petroleum-based plastic. 

EPS will never 100% biodegrade. Estimates vary for the breakdown of 
polystyrene (depending on size) from a few years to as much as 1 million.

Americans throw away 25 billion EPS coffee cups every year. And every 
day, there are enough EPS cups produced to circle the Earth if lined up 
end to end.

While it can be recycled, there are very few recycling plants that have the 
capability of processing EPS and very little market for  
post-consumer EPS. 

By volume, polystyrene products fill up 25 to 30 percent of landfill space 
around the world.

When exposed to sunlight, polystyrene creates harmful air 
pollutants which contaminate landfills and deplete the ozone layer. 

Due to the environmental impact, many cities and countries have 
implemented a ban on the commercial use of polystyrene.

Pulp originated in China several thousand years ago when bamboo 
soaked in limewater was pounded into pulp for use in making paper, 
masks, kites and models.

The benefits of using molded pulp as a material are its reusability, 
compostability and that it’s environmentally friendly. Plus, pulp provides 
cushion and protection in addition to its endless possibilities for design 
and use.

AKD (a sizing agent that helps provide pulp with hydrophobic qualities), 
natural waxes and binders can be added for stability of finished products. 
For some products, this means being able to withstand fluid leakage  
for weeks. 

Recycling 1 ton of paper to create pulp saves: 

 -15 trees

 -71 gallons of oil

 -7,000 gallons of water

 -601 kilowatts of power

 -4.6 cubic yards of landfill space

Experts say molded pulp products will naturally biodegrade wherever we 
throw them within 2 years.

A recent study by Pew Research Center indicates that millennials in 
adulthood are the most “sustainable” generation to date. These young 
adults are:

-More likely to support strict environmental policies and regulations

-Part of the majority (80%) who prefer to work for sustainable employers

-Willing to pay more for eco-friendly products 

Here’s a list of some major cities that have completely or partially banned 
polystyrene foam, compiled by Groundswell.

1. New York City, New York (and several other cities in New York)

2. Takoma Park, Maryland

3. Seattle, Washington

4. Washington, D.C.

5. Miami Beach, Florida

6. Portland and Freeport, Maine

7. Nantucket (city and county), Massachusetts

8. Minneapolis, Minnesota

9. San Marcos, Texas

10. Portland, Oregon (and several other Oregon cities)

11. Los Angeles County and San Francisco, California (and many other      
cities and counties in California)

Bans in other countries: Manila, Philippines; Toronto, Canada; Paris, 
France; and Taiwan.

POLYSTYRENE FACTSPULP FACTS

POLYSTYRENE BANS
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RECOOL®

• Made out of compostable and biodegradable materials: Recycled 
paper + AKD (alkyl ketene dimer)

• Reusable: Empty water and let it air dry 
• Lid: 4 molded-in cup holders and a center handle with Igloo logo 
• Body: Molded-in side handles for easy carrying
• Water retention: Up to 5 days
• Ice retention: Up to 12 hours*
• Made in the U.S.A.
• Patent pending

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 20 Cans

Case Pack: 12
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

BENEFITS OF USING 
MOLDED PULP
Reusable, compostable and environmentally friendly. Plus, pulp 
provides temperature regulation, cushion and protection for 
endless uses.

Product breaks down into carbon dioxide, water and biomass in 
the natural environment. The EPA states the process can take 
anywhere from two months to two years.

AKD, natural waxes and binders added for stability 
and waterproofing.

Due to production method, no two products are alike and may 
vary in texture or color. Particles and spots may be visible on or 
embedded in product.

The Igloo RECOOL cooler is manufactured from recycled paper 
pulp in a facility that also makes non-recyclable products. While 
we take steps to minimize the risk of cross contamination, we 
cannot guarantee that the cooler may not contain non-recyclable 
plastics or other materials as a result of cross-contamination from 
the process to create the pulp or the manufacturing process.

The World’s First 100% Biodegradable Cooler

®

26039
Standard 
Shipper

26041
Display
Shipper

RECOOL
16 QT. BIODEGRADABLE COOLER
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PLAYMATE®

PLAYMATE PALPLAYMATE MINI

• Iconic design
• Push-button lid design for convenient one- 

handed operation 
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access 

to contents 
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner,  

eco-friendly insulation

• Trademarked tent-top design
• Original push-button release on side
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access 

to contents 
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner,  

eco-friendly insulation

7 Quarts / 6 Liters / 9 Cans

Case Pack: 4

4 Quarts / 3 Liters / 6 Cans

Case Pack: 6

32843
Mint

32839
Mint

32845
Moonscape 
Gray

32841
Moonscape 
Gray

32643
Sneaky 
Blue

32641
Sneaky 
Blue

7362
Red Star

12424
Red Star
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PLAYMATE®

PLAYMATE ELITE

• Iconic design
• Push-button lid design for convenient 

one-handed operation 
• Lid swings open to either side for easy 

access to contents 
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner,  

eco-friendly insulation

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 30 Cans

Case Pack: 2

PLAYMATE ELITE ULTRA

• Soft grip handle for carrying comfort
• Iconic design
• Push-button lid design for convenient one- 

handed operation
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access  

to contents
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner,  

eco-friendly insulation

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 30 Cans

Case Pack: 2

32501
Moonscape 
Gray

32847
Red Star

32649
Moonscape 
Gray

32645
Sneaky 
Blue

43362
Red Star
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• Diamond plate exterior provides a rugged texture and appearance
• Iconic design
• Original push-button release on side 
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access to contents
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying   
• Great for lunch at the job site
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

14 Quarts / 13 Liters / 26 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 43581 – Black 

PLAYMATE®

PLAYMATE BOSS
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RETRO™ 

RETRO PLAYMATE® MINI

• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying capability
• Trademarked tent-top design
• Original push-button release on side
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access 

to contents

4 Quarts / 3 Liters / 6 Cans

Case Pack: 6
Item #: 48535 - Dark Jade / White

RETRO 25 QT PICNIC COOLER

• Full-sized chest with one-handed  
carrying convenience

• Durable, impact-resistant extended life hinges
• Molded-in side handles for comfortable carrying

25 Quarts / 23 Liters / 36 Cans

Case Pack: 2

PLAYMATE® JUG RETRO BARREL OF FUN™

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold 
the entire game or event

• Leak-resistant design prevents spills
• Flip up straw nests into the lid handle when not in 

use
• Integrated carry handle

• Doubles as a 2-gallon water jug or as a personal 
cooler you can sit on

• Retro body style and colors inspired by original 
1990s version

• Pressure-fit lid for easy filling and cleaning
• Swing-up bail handle (for convenient carrying) also 

locks lid when in the upright position
• Push-button spigot½ Gallon / 1.9 Liters

Case Pack: 4 2 Gallons / 8 Quarts / 7.6 Liters

Case Pack: 2

70862
Electric 
Watermelon

70857
Dark Jade

32790
Electric 

Watermelon

48537
Dark jade

42250
Dark jade

31410
Electric

Watermelon
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TAG ALONG TOO®

32819
Luscious Lemon /
Mint

32820
Cotton Candy /

Watermelon

32822
Carnival Taffy /

Red

32834
Blue Frost

TAG ALONG TOO TAG ALONG TOOTAG ALONG TOOTAG ALONG TOO

• Updated Igloo® original Tag Along personal cooler
• Fully foam-insulated lid with MaxCold® 

performance and up to 2-days of ice retention*
• Locking lid with gasket seal prevents spills
• Over-the-shoulder or crossbody carry strap
• Holds sports drinks and bottles upright
• Unique, two-color blow-molded lid, another Igloo 

industry first
• Robust hinge with stay-open detent

• Updated Igloo® original Tag Along personal cooler
• Fully foam-insulated lid with MaxCold® 

performance and up to 2-days of ice retention*
• Locking lid with gasket seal prevents spills
• Over-the-shoulder or crossbody carry strap
• Holds sports drinks and bottles upright
• Unique, two-color blow-molded lid, another Igloo 

industry first
• Robust hinge with stay-open detent  

• Updated Igloo® original Tag Along personal cooler
• Fully foam-insulated lid with MaxCold® 

performance and up to 2-days of ice retention*
• Locking lid with gasket seal prevents spills
• Over-the-shoulder or crossbody carry strap
• Holds sports drinks and bottles upright
• Unique, two-color blow-molded lid, another Igloo 

industry first
• Robust hinge with stay-open detent

• Updated Igloo® original Tag Along personal cooler
• Fully foam-insulated lid with MaxCold® 

performance and up to 2-days of ice retention*
• Locking lid with gasket seal prevents spills
• Over-the-shoulder or crossbody carry strap
• Holds sports drinks and bottles upright
• Unique, two-color blow-molded lid, another Igloo 

industry first
• Robust hinge with stay-open detent

11 Quarts / 10 Liters / 14 Cans

Case Pack: 2 
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

 

11 Quarts / 10 Liters / 14 Cans

Case Pack: 2 
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

11 Quarts / 10 Liters / 14 Cans

Case Pack: 2 
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

11 Quarts / 10 Liters / 14 Cans

Case Pack: 2 
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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TAG ALONG TOO™ 

TAG ALONG TOO TAG ALONG TOOTAG ALONG TOOTAG ALONG TOO

• Updated Igloo® original Tag Along personal cooler
• Fully foam-insulated lid with MaxCold® 

performance and up to 2-days of ice retention*
• Locking lid with gasket seal prevents spills
• Over-the-shoulder or crossbody carry strap
• Holds sports drinks and bottles upright
• Unique, two-color blow-molded lid, another Igloo 

industry first
• Robust hinge with stay-open detent

• Updated Igloo® original Tag Along personal cooler
• Fully foam-insulated lid with MaxCold® 

performance and up to 2-days of ice retention*
• Locking lid with gasket seal prevents spills
• Over-the-shoulder or crossbody carry strap
• Holds sports drinks and bottles upright
• Unique, two-color blow-molded lid, another Igloo 

industry first
• Robust hinge with stay-open detent

• Updated Igloo® original Tag Along personal cooler
• Fully foam-insulated lid with MaxCold® 

performance and up to 2-days of ice retention*
• Locking lid with gasket seal prevents spills
• Over-the-shoulder or crossbody carry strap
• Holds sports drinks and bottles upright
• Unique, two-color blow-molded lid, another Igloo 

industry first
• Robust hinge with stay-open detent

• Updated Igloo® original Tag Along personal cooler
• Fully foam-insulated lid with MaxCold® 

performance and up to 2-days of ice retention*
• Locking lid with gasket seal prevents spills
• Over-the-shoulder or crossbody carry strap
• Holds sports drinks and bottles upright
• Unique, two-color blow-molded lid, another Igloo 

industry first
• Robust hinge with stay-open detent

11 Quarts / 10 Liters / 14 Cans

Case Pack: 2 
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

11 Quarts / 10 Liters / 14 Cans

Case Pack: 2 
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

11 Quarts / 10 Liters / 14 Cans

Case Pack: 2 
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

11 Quarts / 10 Liters / 14 Cans

Case Pack: 2 
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

32651
Light Gray

32653
Turquise Dream

32657 

Racer Red

32659
Blush
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LEGACY 54™

49341
Avocado

50498
Crystal

Ocean

50497
Gold 

Canyon

• Body and lid exterior made of powder-coated steel
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Insulation in body and lid keeps contents colder longer
• Convenient stainless steel bottle opener.
• Soft-grip handle for carrying comfort
• Stainless steel hinges and zinc-plated steel latch for maximum durability
• Recessed, triple-snap, leak-resistant drain plug for easy draining  

and cleaning

LEGACY STEEL 54

54 Quarts / 51 Liters / 85 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Ext. Dims: L 27.8 × W 14.6 × H 15.0 inches

Int. Dims: L 23.6 × W 11.6 × H 10.6 inches

• Body and lid made of rust-resistant, stainless steel
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Insulation in body and lid keeps contents cold
• Convenient stainless steel bottle opener
• Wide, stainless steel swing-up side handles with comfort grips
• Stainless steel lid hinges and latch for maximum durability
• Recessed, triple-snap, leak-resistant drain plug for easy draining  

and cleaning

LEGACY STEEL 54

54 Quarts / 51 Liters / 85 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 50075 – Stainless Steel

Ext. Dims: L 27.8 × W 14.6 × H 15.0 inches

Int. Dims: L 23.6 × W 11.6 × H 10.6 inches
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TRAILMATE

TRAILMATE JOURNEY™ TRAILMATE MARINE™ 

• THERMECOOL™ insulated body and lid provide 4-day ice retention performance*
• Glide™ horizontal, locking telescoping handle reduces towing effort by 50% 
• Oversized, 10-inch never-flat wheels tackle sand and other challenging terrain with superior 

traction and ease 
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Heavy-duty steel telescoping handle and aluminum skid rails with rust-resistant coating
• Stainless steel screws are rust-resistant and durable
• Tie-down loops allow for extra cargo to be strapped to cooler for hauling towels, chairs and more
• Lockable, water-resistant storage with anti-leak gasket keeps pocket-sized essentials handy and dry
• Dual built-in bottle openers at your fingertips makes it easy to enjoy refreshments
• Self-draining cup holders keep your cold ones within arm’s reach
• Butler tray utilizes the telescoping handle for serving snacks and drinks, and it stores under the lid 

     when not in use
• Exterior storage pocket provides easy access to sunscreen, bug spray and other essentials
• Threaded drain plug is garden hose compatible and features a non-slip, easy-grip tethered cap
• Suspended food basket keeps food cold yet dry
• Accessory holders and mounts secure fishing rods or beach umbrella (mounts not pictured)
• Mobile device stand allows you to park your mobile device off the ground for easy access and viewing

• THERMECOOL™ insulated body and lid provide 4-day ice retention performance*
• Glide™ horizontal, locking telescoping handle reduces towing effort by 50% 
• Oversized, 10-inch never-flat wheels traverse uneven surfaces with ease while the non-marking tread 

is ideal for boat decks
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Heavy-duty steel telescoping handle and aluminum skid rails with rust-resistant coating
• Stainless steel screws are rust-resistant and durable
• Tie-down loops allow for extra cargo to be strapped to cooler for hauling towels, chairs and more
• Lockable, water-resistant storage with anti-leak gasket keeps pocket-sized essentials handy and dry
• Dual built-in bottle openers at your fingertips makes it easy to enjoy refreshments
• Self-draining cup holders keep your cold ones within arm’s reach
• Butler tray utilizes the telescoping handle for serving snacks and drinks, and it stores under the lid 

when not in use
• Exterior storage pocket provides easy access to sunscreen, bug spray and other essentials
• Threaded drain plug is garden hose compatible and features a non-slip, easy-grip tethered cap 
• Accessory holders and mounts secure fishing rods or beach umbrella 
• Mobile device stand allows you to park your mobile device off the ground for easy access and viewing
• Suspended food basket keeps food cold yet dry
• Antimicrobial treated liner inhibits stains and odors caused by bacteria, easing cleanup and extending product life
• Comfort-grip, swing-up handle works in conjunction with closed telescoping handle for lifting and  

loading/unloading
70 Quarts / 66 Liters / 112 Cans

Case Pack: 1
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions 70 Quarts / 66 Liters / 112 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 34829 – Marine White

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

* While supplies last
34127 

Rugged 
Blue

34579 
White /
Meteorite 
Gray

34708 

Olive /

Black

34705  
Meteorite 
/ Stratos 
Gray
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BMX™

BMX 72BMX 52BMX 25

• Heavy-duty blow-molded construction for added durability
• Extra-thick foam walls and insulated lid for best-in-category  

cooling performance
• Holds ice 5 days at 90°F*
• Durable, rubberized T-latches provide a secure closure and lock 

in the cold
• Oversized hinges and stainless steel screws extend product life
• Swing-up handles with stainless steel reinforcement and rubber 

grips provide premium touch points
• Threaded drain plug is garden hose compatible and features a non-

slip, easy-grip stainless steel tethered cap
• Skid pads add extra layer of corner protection
• Fish ruler and four tie-down points on the lid for added convenience
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• 3-year warranty

• Heavy-duty blow-molded construction for added durability
• Extra-thick foam walls and lockable insulated lid for best-in-

category cooling performance
• Holds ice 6 days at 90°F*
• Durable, rubberized T-latches provide a secure closure and lock 

in the cold
• Oversized hinges and stainless steel screws extend product life
• Swing-up handles with stainless steel reinforcement and rubber 

grips provide premium touch points
• Threaded drain plug is garden hose compatible and features a 

non-slip, easy-grip stainless steel tethered cap
• Skid pads add extra layer of corner protection
• Fish ruler and four tie-down points on the lid for added convenience
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• 3-year warranty

• Heavy-duty blow-molded construction for added durability
• Extra-thick foam walls and insulated lid for best-in-category  

cooling performance
• Holds ice 4 days at 90°F*
• Durable, rubberized T-latches provide a secure closure and lock 

in the cold
• Oversized hinges and stainless steel screws extend product life
• Triple-point grab handle with stainless steel reinforcement and 

rubber grip provide premium touch points
• Skid pads add extra layer of corner protection
• Fish ruler and four tie-down points on the lid for added convenience
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• 3-year warranty

52 Quarts / 49 Liters / 83 Cans

Case Pack: 1
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

72 Quarts / 68 Liters / 101 Cans

Case Pack: 1
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

25 Quarts / 23 Liters / 37 Cans

Case Pack: 1
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

50538 

Oil Green

50540 

Oil Green

50555 

Oil Green

50537  
Rugged 
Blue

50539  
Rugged 
Blue

50554  
Rugged 
Blue
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IMX™

• Injection-molded construction provides advanced durability
• UV inhibitors prevent sun damage
• Insulation in body and lid keeps contents colder longer
• Holds ice up to 4 days
• Wire basket included to keep food cold without getting wet
• Durable, marine-grade rubberized lid latches help to lock in the cold
• Self-stopping integrated lid hinge detent keeps the lid open even 

on high seas
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Anti-skid feet on base keeps the cooler stable and secure on  

smooth surfaces
• Lockable lid loops for maximum security using standard size lock also 

allow extra gear to be tied to the cooler for easy transport
• Stainless steel locking plate and bottle opener
• 5-year warranty

• Injection-molded construction provides advanced durability
• UV inhibitors prevent sun damage
• Insulation in body and lid keeps contents colder longer
• Holds ice up to 7 days
• Wire basket included to keep food cold without getting wet
• Durable, marine-grade rubberized lid latches help to lock in the cold
• Self-stopping integrated lid hinge detent keeps the lid open even 

on high seas
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Anti-skid feet on base keeps the cooler stable and secure on  

smooth surfaces
• Lockable lid loops for maximum security using standard size lock also 

allow extra gear to be tied to the cooler for easy transport
• Stainless steel locking plate and bottle opener
• 5-year warranty

24 Quarts / 22 Liters / 35 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Ext. Dims: L 24.41 × W 16.14 × H 16.14 inches

70 Quarts / 66 Liters / 105 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Ext. Dims: L 31.1 × W 20.3 × H 17.7 inches

Int. Dims Top: L 26.6 × W 14.4 × H 12 inches

Int. Dims Bottom: L 24.5 × W 13.2 × H 12 inches

50536
Sandstone /
Tactical Gray

50547
Sandstone /
Tactical Gray

50367
DI: 150367
Meteorite / 
Stratos Gray

50293
DI: 150293
Meteorite / 
Stratos Gray

49829 
DI: 149829
White / 
Moonscape

49830 
DI: 149830
White / 
Moonscape

IMX 24 IMX 70
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THE MARINE
COLLECTION

“Accessible” is one of our four brand pillars, and we’re not messing around when we say our coolers are accessible. We make them 

affordable so that anyone can buy a cooler at the price point that makes sense for them. AND we make coolers for everyone.

That’s where our Marine™ collection of hardside coolers comes in. By the ‘70s, we had covered the needs for so many — coolers for 

work, play, lunch — but our team saw a niche opportunity that we could own: Coolers for the fisherman! Hard-wearing, chill-keeping, 

strategically sized ice chests that could hold up to the needs of life on (and by) the water.

And so, the Marine collection was born. Designed to be durable, affordable — because we understand the average fisher may not 

have deep pockets nor the desire to spend a small fortune on a cooler — with great ice retention and, this is a big one, is reliable 

season after season. Qualities every fisher wants, whether they’re casting from a boat or off the jetty. 

Not too long after we introduced our Marine line, they became so commonplace on fishing boats that boat companies began using 

the dimensions of Marine coolers to build their center console leaning posts so that our exact cooler would fit in perfectly! 

Now, that’s saying somethin’! 

Ever since then, we’ve been evolving our Marine coolers, like adding MaxCold® insulation to certain sizes, integrating UV inhibitors 

and creating the elevated Marine Ultra™ line, while holding steadfast to the sunlight-reflecting, boat-matching, all-over white color 

throughout the collection. We determine these improvements by heading out into the field and having conversations with Marine 

users to hear first-hand what’s working and what could use some work. 

And this year, we’re addressing a shared pain point by incorporating life-extending oversized hinges and hybrid latches on our 

Marine Ultra coolers! Just another update to make our (new and loyal) consumers happy...hook, line and sinker.
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MARINE ULTRA™

MARINE ULTRA 30 MARINE ULTRA 54

• UV inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws and lid strap are rust-resistant
• Four dual-sized, self-draining cup holders keep your beverages 

within arm’s reach
• Foam-insulated lid and body provides up to 5 days of ice 

retention performance
• Hybrid latch has a stainless steel hinge for added durability and 

secure lid closure
• Marine-grade, extended-life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort-grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Recessed, triple-snap drain plug
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

54 Quarts / 51 Liters / 76 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 50541 White / Moonscape Gray

30 Quarts / 28 Liters / 41 Cans

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 50557 White / Moonscape Gray

• UV inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Non-slip, comfort-grip, swing-up handle adds comfort and improved grip 

in wet conditions
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Fits all popular beverage sizes, including 2-liter bottles, upright
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation
•   
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MARINE ULTRA™

• UV inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Foam insulated lid and body provides up to 5 days of ice 

retention performance
• Non-slip, comfort grip swing up handles add comfort and 

improved grip in wet conditions
• “Hybrid” latch is stainless steel where it matters – in the hinge 

area – while plastic in the snap area for longer life and a 
secure closure

• Hinges made with Riteflex® resin, an impact resistant, highly 
flexible, temperature and chemical resistant material  

• Threaded drain plug for hose hook up
• Fish ruler for measuring your catch
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner eco- friendly insulate

• UV inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Foam insulated lid and body provides up to 5 days of ice 

retention performance
• Hybrid latches have a stainless steel hinge for added durability 

and secure lid closure
• Marine-grade, extended-life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort grip swing up handles add comfort and 

improved grip in wet conditions
• Threaded drain plug makes emptying melted ice a cinch
• Fish ruler for measuring your catch
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner eco-friendly insulation

70 Quarts / 66 Liters / 110 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 50548 White / Moonscape Gray

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

100 Quarts / 94 Liters / 150 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 49548 White / Moonscape Gray 

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

MARINE ULTRA 70 MARINE ULTRA 100
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MARINE™

MARINE 25

• UV inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated cooler design improves 

cooling performance
• Fish-measuring ruler molded into lid
• Swing-up handles and tie-down loop feature
• Compact size is great for boating
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

25 Quarts / 23 Liters / 36 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item # 49550 White / Moonscape Gray

MARINE PROFILE II 50

• UV inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Non-slip, comfort-grip, swing-up handle adds comfort and 

improved grip in wet conditions
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Triple-snap, leak-resistant drain plug allows easy draining 

of melted ice
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

50 Quarts / 47 Liters / 76 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 50447 White
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MARINE™

MARINE CONTOUR 120 MARINE CONTOUR 150

• UV inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws are rust-resistant
• Extended-life plastic latches
• Marine-grade, extended-life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort-grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 5 days*
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate 

easy-to-drain performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• UV inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws are rust-resistant
• Extended-life plastic latches
• Marine-grade, extended-life hinges
• Non-slip, ccomfort-grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 7 days*
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate 

easy-to-drain performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

120 Quarts / 113 Liters / 188 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 50073 White

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

150 Quarts / 142 Liters / 248 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 50074 White 

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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MAXCOLD®

MAXCOLD PLAYMATE® ELITE MAXCOLD 40 ROLLERMAXCOLD PLAYMATE® PAL

• Iconic design
• Insulated lid for extended cooling performance
• Push-button lid design for convenient one- 

handed operation 
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access  

to contents 
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner,  

eco-friendly insulation

• Holds ice up to 5 days at 90°F*
• Durable wheels and tow handle ease transport
• Reinforced swing-up handles with tie-down  

loop feature
• New lid with two cup holders to make this the 

perfect console cooler
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner,  

eco-friendly insulation

• Iconic design
• Insulated lid for extended cooling performance
• Push-button lid design for convenient one- 

handed operation 
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access  

to contents 
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner,  

eco-friendly insulation

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 30 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 32639 – Ash Gray / Aegean Sea

40 Quarts / 38 Liters / 56 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 34814 – Ash Gray / Aegean Sea

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

7 Quarts / 6 Liters / 9 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 32637 – Ash Gray / Aegean Sea
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MAXCOLD®

MAXCOLD LATITUDE 62 ROLLER MAXCOLD LATITUDE 70

• MaxCold: Foam-insulated lid and body provides up to 5 days 
of ice-retention performance

• Oversized wheels provide all-terrain mobility
• Locking telescoping handle enables cooler to be 

pushed or pulled
• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / unloading
• Four self-draining cup holders keep your cold ones within  

arm’s reach
• Triple-snap, leak-resistant drain plug allows easy draining of 

melted ice
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation 

• Holds ice up to 5 days at 90°F*
• Hybrid latch secures lid closure
• Reinforced swing-up handles with tie-down loop feature
• Threaded drain plug for hose hook up
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner ECO friendly solution 

62 Quarts / 59 Liters / 98 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 34696 – Ash Gray / Aegean Sea

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

70 Quarts / 66 Liters / 110 Cans

Case Pack: 1
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

MAXCOLD 54

• MaxCold: Foam-insulated lid and body provides up to 5 days 
of ice-retention performance*

• Hybrid latch has a stainless steel hinge for added durability 
and secure lid closure

• Cool Riser Technology® - elevated design improves 
cooling performance

• Four dual-sized, self-draining cup holders keep your cold ones 
within arm’s reach

• Multiple tie-down points to secure cooler to truck beds, boat 
decks or marina docks

• Comfort-grip handles
• Triple-snap drain plug for hose hookup
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

54 Quarts/ 51 Liters/ 76 cans

Case Pack: 2
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

50549
Ash Gray / 
Aegean Se a

50545
Sandstone / 
Carbonite

50543
Ash Gray / 
Aegean Sea

50545
Sandstone / 
Carbonite
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MAXCOLD®

50534
Ash Gray / 
Aegean Sea

50545
Sandstone / 
Carbonite

49007
Ash Gray / 
Aegean Sea

50545
Sandstone / 
Carbonite

MAXCOLD LATITUDE 90 ROLLER

• MaxCold: Foam-insulated lid and body provides up to 5 days 
of ice-retention performance*

• Flip-up tow handle reduces towing force by up to 50% 
• Oversized wheels provide all-terrain mobility
• Hybrid latches have a stainless steel hinge for added 

durability and secure lid closure
• Oversized, durable hinges with stay-open detent
• Comfort-grip, swing-up rear handle for lifting and loading
• Multiple tie-down points to secure cooler to truck beds, boat 

decks or marina docks
• Secure the body only while maintaining lid access or secure 

the body and lid for long-distance destinations
• Threaded drain plug with tethered cap is also garden hose 

compatible for convenient draining 
• Molded ruler on lid to measure your catch
• Media slot allows you to park your mobile device off the 

ground for easy access and viewing
• Four dual-sized, self-draining cup holders keep your cold ones 

within arm’s reach
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves 

cooling performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

90 Quarts / 85 Liters / 137 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 34818 – Ash Gray / Aegean Sea 

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

• MaxCold: Foam-insulated lid and body provides up to 5 days 
of ice-retention performance*

• Reinforced swing-up handles with tie-down loop feature
• Hybrid latches have a stainless steel hinge for added durability 

and secure lid closure
• Threaded drain plug for hose hookup
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• MaxCold: Foam-insulated lid and body provides up to 5 days 
of ice-retention performance at 90°F*

• Reinforced swing-up handles with tie-down loop feature
• Hybrid latches have a stainless steel hinge for added durability 

and secure lid closure
• Threaded drain plug for hose hookup
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

120 Quarts / 113 Liters / 188 Cans

Case Pack: 1
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

100 Quarts / 94 Liters / 150 Cans

Case Pack: 1
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

MAXCOLD 120MAXCOLD 100
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SPORTSMAN

SPORTSMAN 30 

• Cool Riser Technology® - elevated design improves 
cooling performance

• Fits all popular beverage sizes including 2-liter bottles upright
• Integrated pouring channels in liner allow for easy purging of 

melted ice
• Perfect height for a comfortable seat
• Slotted lid for easy stacking of multiple coolers
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner,  

eco-friendly insulation

30 Quarts / 28 LIters / 41 Cans 

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 50556 Sandstone / Carbonite

• Holds ice up to 7 days at 90°F*
• Reinforced swing-up handles with tie-down loop feature
• Four self-draining cup holders keep your cold one within 

arm’s reach
• Hybrid latches have a stainless steel hinge for added 

durability and secure lid closure
• Threaded drain plug for hose hookup
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• MaxCold®: Foam-insulated lid and body provides up to 5 
days of ice-retention performance*

• Another Igloo industry first: Horizontal telescoping handle 
requires 50% less lifting effort 

• Soft-ride wheels for easy transport and smooth ride
• Cushion-grip handle for comfortable towing
• Hybrid latches have a stainless steel hinge for added 

durability and secure lid closure
• Threaded drain plug allows for easy draining of melted ice 

and option for hose hookup
• Ruler on lid lets you measure your catch
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

150 Quarts / 142 Liters / 248 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 50361 Sandstone / Carbonite

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions 110 Quarts / 104 Liters / 168 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 34686 Sandstone / Carbonite

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions 

SPORTSMAN 150 SPORTSMAN GLIDE 110
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LATITUDE™

LATITUDE 16 LATITUDE 16 ROLLER LATITUDE 30

• Bail handle tucks inside the liner for space saving and  
easy access

• Cool Riser Technology® - elevated design improves  
cooling performance

• Two convenient cup holders in lid
• Integrated pouring channels in liner allow for easy purging of 

melted ice
• Vertical profile fits tall and longneck bottles
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• Fits 24 cans stacked in natural columns
• Locking, telescoping handle can be pushed or pulled
• NASCAR compliant
• Molded scoop handles
• Additional bail handle for easy, one-handed carrying up 

bleachers or other stairs
• Two convenient self-draining cup holders in lid
• Cool Riser Technology®- elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• Tall profile accommodates taller beverages, like wine, 2-liter 
bottles and sports drinks

• Perfect height for a comfortable seat
• Two convenient self-draining cup holders in lid
• Cool Riser Technology® - elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 24 Cans

Case Pack: 2 16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 24 Cans

Case Pack: 2

30 Quarts / 28 Liters / 41 Cans

Case Pack: 2

32627
Industrial 
Red / 
Meteorite

34806
Industrial 
Red /
Meteorite

50334
Industrial 
Red / 
Meteorite 

32625
Indigo Blue / 
Meteorite

34825 

Indigo Blue /
Meteorite

50332
Indigo Blue / 
Meteorite
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LATITUDE™

LATITUDE  30 ROLLER LATITUDE  60 ROLLER

• Built-in wheels for easy transport and locking, telescoping 
handle enables cooler to be pushed or pulled

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  
cooling performance

• Integrated pouring channels in liner allow for easy purging 
of melted ice

• Two convenient self-draining cup holders in lid
• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / unloading
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

30 Quarts / 28 Liters / 41 Cans

Case Pack: 2

34660
Industrial 
Red / 
Meteorite 

34658
Indigo Blue / 
Meteorite

LATITUDE 52

• Oversized wheels for easy transport
• Locking, telescoping handle enables cooler to be pushed  

or pulled
• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / unloading
• Four self-draining cup holders keep your cold ones within  

arm’s reach
• Triple-snap, leak-resistant drain plug allows easy draining 

of melted ice
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• Convenient swing-up handles for easy loading in / out  
of vehicle

• Connect the handle brackets with a bungee cord to haul  
more gear

• Four self-draining cup holders keep your cold ones within  
arm’s reach

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  
cooling performance

• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

60 Quarts / 56 Liters / 93 Cans

Case Pack: 2

52 Quarts / 49 Liters / 85 Cans

Case Pack: 2
 

34666
Industrial 
Red / 
Meteorite

50340
Industrial 
Red / 
Meteorite 

34664
Indigo Blue / 
Meteorite

50338
Indigo Blue / 
Meteorite
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PROFILE II

PROFILE II 16 PROFILE II 16 ROLLER PROFILE II 28 ROLLER

• Convenient bail handle folds flat into liner for easy stacking 
and storage

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  
cooling performance

• Integrated pouring channels in liner allow for easy purging 
of melted ice

• Vertical profile fits tall and longneck bottles
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation 

• Fits 24 cans stacked in natural columns
• Locking, telescoping handle can be pushed or pulled
• NASCAR compliant
• Molded scoop handles
• Cool Riser Technology®- elevated design improves  

cooling performance
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• Built-in wheels for easy transport and locking, telescoping 
handle enables cooler to be pushed or pulled, while the 
integrated hanger holds bags or other accessories

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves 
cooling performance

• Integrated pouring channels in liner allow for easy purging 
of melted ice

• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / unloading
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 24 Cans

Case Pack: 2

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 24 Cans

Case Pack: 2 28 Quarts / 26 Liters / 38 Cans

Case Pack: 2

32633
Red Star 

34812
Red Star 

34675
Red Star 

32631
Majestic

Blue

32635
Moonscape 
Gray

34810
Moonscape 
Gray

34677
Moonscape 
Gray

34808
Majestic 

Blue

34673
Majestic 

Blue

NASCAR is a registered trademark of 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR STOCK CAR AUTORACING, LLC.
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PROFILE II

PROFILE II 30

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  
cooling performance

• Fits all popular beverage sizes, including two-liter bottles upright
• Integrated pouring channels in liner allow for easy purging 

of melted ice
• Slotted lid for easy stacking of multiple coolers
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

30 Quarts / 28 Liters / 41 Cans

Case Pack: 2

50346
Red Star 

50354
Moonscape 
Gray

50348
Moonscape 
Gray

34683
Moonscape 
Gray

50344
Majestic

Blue

PROFILE II 60 ROLLERPROFILE II 50 

• Built-in wheels for easy transport and locking, telescoping 
handle enables cooler to be pushed or pulled, while the 
integrated hanger holds bags or other accessories

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  
cooling performance

• Triple-snap, leak-resistant drain plug allows easy draining of 
melted ice

• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / unloading
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  
cooling performance

• Swing-up handles and tie-down loop feature
• Compact size is great for single-day events
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

60 Quarts / 56 Liters / 90 Cans

Case Pack: 2

50 Quarts / 47 Liters / 76 Cans

Case Pack: 2

34681
Red Star

50352
Red Star 

34679
Majestic

Blue

50350
Majestic

Blue
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FULL SIZE

POLAR™ 120

• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation
• Holds ice up to 5 days*
• Reinforced swing-up handles for versatile carrying/loading 
• Dual snap-fit latches keep contents secure during transportation
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-to-

drain performance

120 Quarts / 113 Liters / 188 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 44577 – White

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

QUICK & COOL™ 150

• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation
• Holds ice up to 7 days*
• Quick-access hatch provides convenient access, keeping 

contents colder for longer 
• Reinforced swing-up handles for versatile carrying/loading 
• Dual snap-fit latches keep contents secure during 

transportation
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate 

easy-to-drain performance

150 Quarts / 142 Liters / 248 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 44363 – White

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

SUNSET GLIDE 110

• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation
• MaxCold®: Foam-insulated lid and body provides up to 5 days 

of ice-retention performance*
• UV inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Another Igloo industry first: Horizontal telescoping handle 

requires 50% less lifting effort 
• Soft-ride wheels for easy transport and smooth ride
• Cushion-grip handle for comfortable towing
• Virtually indestructible stainless steel hinges 
• Impact-resistant DuraLatch™ lid closures
• Threaded drain plug allows for easy draining of melted ice 

and option for hose hookup
• Ruler on lid lets you measure your catch

110 Quarts / 104 Liters / 168 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 50170 – White

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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WHEELIE COOL

• Durable wheels and reinforced tow handle make transporting a full 
cooler easy 

• Molded-in side handles for optional two-handed carrying and lifting and 
loading ease

• Easy-to-clean, stain- and odor-resistant liner
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

WHEELIE COOL 38

38 Quarts / 36 Liters / 53 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #:  34482 – Majestic Blue
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THERMOELECTRIC

28 QT VERSATEMP®

• NEW modular lid with cooling and heating function
• Cools 36°F below surrounding temperature
• Heats up to 136°F
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  

cooling performance*
• Cools without ice, so there’s more room for food and drinks
• Quiet brushless motor and convection cooling 
• Ergonomic curved back design comfortably hugs your side 

while carrying
• Swing-up bail handle with comfort-grip, molded-in  

side handles
• Plugs into any 12V auto plug adapter
• NAFTA qualification enables sales to Canada without 

excessive duties
• Optional: 110V AC converter for indoor use sold separately
• Attractive retail packaging

• NEW modular lid with cooling and heating function
• Cools 36°F below surrounding temperature
• Heats up to 135°F
• Durable wheels and tow handle ease transport
• Molded side handles make lifting in / out of vehicle easy
• Cools without ice, so there’s more room for food and drinks
• Quiet brushless motor and convection cooling 
• Plugs into any 12V auto plug adapter
• NAFTA qualification enables sales to Canada without 

excessive duties
• Optional: 110V AC converter for indoor use sold separately
• Attractive retail packaging

• Plugs into any 12V auto plug adapter 
• Cools down 38°F below surrounding temperature 
• Quiet brushless motor and convection cooling; the fan 

circulates cold air allowing plastic bottles to cool as 
quickly as cans 

• Can be used upright like a refrigerator or horizontal like 
an ice chest

• Swing-up carrying handles for easy transport 
• Adjustable food shelf or divider
• Optional: 110V converter for indoor use sold separately
• Attractive retail packaging

28 Quarts / 26 Liters / 39 cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 40390 Carbonite Gray

35 Quarts / 33 Liters / 45 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 40391 Carbonite Gray

40 Quarts / 37 Liters / 52 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #:  50375 Carbonite Gray

ICELESS 4035 QT VERSATEMP®
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PARTY COLLECTION

• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation
• Elevated base for easier reaching into cooler
• Heavy-duty locking casters for ready-to-roll transportability
• Removable drink dividers and separate bottle/wine caddy keep your 

refreshments organized 
• Handy stainless steel bottle opener with catch bin for caps
• Removable lid transforms the cooler into an open-air beverage tub
• Utility loops hold towels, trash bags and more
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-to- 

drain performance
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Heavy-duty, swing-up side handles facilitate moving the cooler
• Can be removed from base and wheels for use as a conventional cooler

• Foam-insulated body keeps beverages and snacks cold and will not 
“sweat” like unlined tubs

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Ergonomic handle shape and wide grip for easy carrying
• Triple-snap, leak-resistant drain plug allows easy draining of melted ice
• Made of durable and easy-to-clean polypropylene
• Nestable design for easy storage or display

PARTY BAR™PARTY BUCKET™

125 Quarts / 118 Liters / 158 Cans (w/dividers)

Case Pack: 1
Item #:  34413 – Stratos Gray

20 Quarts / 18.9 Liters

Case Pack: 4
Item #:  49453 – Black / Silver
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BEVERAGE
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LAGUNA

31253
Red Star

31257
Acid 
Green

31255
Neon Pink

31259
Emerald 
Green

31261
Orange 
Citrus

31263
Charcoal

31265
Majestic 
Blue

31267
Aquamarine

31269
Red Star

31273
Acid 
Green

31275
Emerald 
Green

31279
Charcoal

31379
Red Star

31281
Majestic 
Blue

31381
Majestic 
Blue

31283
Aquamarine

LAGUNA ½ GALLON LAGUNA PRO ½ GALLON LAGUNA 1 GALLON

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold the entire 
game or event

• Leak-resistant design prevents spills
• Flip-cap snaps closed securely and folds out of the way 

during use  
• Wide opening allows for chugging or fast-flow pouring 
• Chain Links™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field 

fences, backpacks and more, keeping hydration clean and 
within easy reach

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  
cooling performance

0.5 Gallons / 2 Quarts / 1.89 Liters

Case Pack: 6 0.5 Gallons / 2 Quarts / 1.89 Liters

Case Pack: 4

1 Gallons / 3.8 Liters

Case Pack: 4

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold the entire 
game or event

• Gasketed lid and flip-cap provide ultimate leak-resistance
• Flip-cap snaps closed securely and folds out of the way during use
• Wide opening allows for chugging or fast-flow pouring 
• Easy-grip lid design for effortless opening and closing
• Rubberized handle for a secure, comfortable grip 
• Chain Links™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field 

fences, backpacks and more, keeping hydration clean and 
within easy reach

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  
cooling performance

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold the entire 
game or event

• Leak-resistant design prevents spills
• Flip-cap snaps closed securely and folds out of the way  

during use
• Wide opening allows for chugging or fast-flow pouring 
• Chain Links™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field 

fences, backpacks and more, keeping hydration clean and 
within easy reach

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  
cooling performance
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LATITUDE

31285
Red Star

31301
Red Star

31289
Acid 
Green

31307
Emerald 
Green

31293
Orange 
Citrus

31309
Orange 
Citrus

31295
Charcoal

31311
Charcoal

31297
Majestic 
Blue

31313
Majestic 
Blue

31299
Aquamarine

31315
Aquamarine

LATITUDE ½ GALLON LATITUDE PRO ½ GALLON

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold the entire game  
or event

• Leak-resistant design prevents spills
• Flip-cap snaps closed securely and folds out of the way during use  
• Wide opening allows for chugging or fast-flow pouring 
• Sturdy swing-up carry handle
• Chain Links™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field fences, 

backpacks and more, keeping hydration clean and within easy reach
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance

0.5 Gallons / 2 Quarts / 1.89 Liters

Case Pack: 6 0.5 Gallons / 2 Quarts / 1.89 Liters

Case Pack: 4

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold the entire game or event
• Gasketed lid and flip-cap provide ultimate leak-resistance
• Flip-cap snaps closed securely and folds out of the way during use  
• Wide opening allows for chugging or fast-flow pouring 
• Easy-grip lid design for effortless opening and closing
• Rubberized handle and body grips with non-slip texture for ease of 

transport and easy handling
• Chain Links™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field fences, 

backpacks and more, keeping hydration clean and within easy reach
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
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PROFORMANCE®

31085
Ash /  
Majestic Blue

31087
Ash /  
Red Heat

31091
Ash /  
Acid green

31089
Ash / Electric

Watermelon

31093
Ash / Nuclear

Green

31095
Ash / Tough 
Orange

31097
Agama / 
Ash Gray

31099
Charcoal /  
Cloud Gray

PROFORMANCE  1 QT

• Rubberized grip handle and body with non-slip texture for ease of 
transport and easy handling

• Leak-resistant design prevents spills during transport and when tipped
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance 
• Chain Links™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field fences, 

backpacks and more, keeping hydration clean and within easy reach
• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold 
• Sturdy swing-up handle for easy carrying
• Flip-cap snaps shut securely and folds out of the way for use  
• Wide opening allows for easy chugging or pouring
• Compatible for use with Freeze Stick (optional)

1 Quart / 0.95 Liters

Case Pack: 6
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SPORT & CARGO

SPORT 2 GALLON SPORT 5 GALLON ROLLER

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold
• Recessed, angled push-button spigot for leak-free dispensing
• Lid vent helps liquids flow freely through spigot
• Wide mouth opening for easy filling and cleaning
• Swing-up handle for carrying and pouring

• Locking, telescoping handle with gear hangers and wide 
inset wheels lightens full beverage jug carrying load for easy 
transport to and from games

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves  
cooling performance

• Gasketed, leak-resistant lid with secure latch prevents spills 
during transport

• Recessed, leak-resistant spigot is removable and dishwasher 
safe for cleaning

• Elevated design creates easier access for filling cups and 
containers and helps keep grass and dirt away from spigot

• Molded-in side handles aid in lifting the cooler in and out  
of vehicles

8 Quarts / 7.57 Liters

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 41150 – Majestic Blue

20 Quarts / 18.9 Liters

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 42115 – Majestic Blue

CARGO 6 GALLON WATER CONTAINER II

• Rugged, heavy wall, non-insulated construction
• Spout conveniently stores inside container when not in use
• Molded-in top and side handles for pouring and carrying in 

either direction
• Pull-up vent provides smooth water flow
• A great water transport and storage solution for camping or 

during power-outages

24 Quarts / 22.7 Liters

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 42154 – Majestic Blue
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400 SERIES

5 GALLON SEAT TOP W/CUP DISPENSER 10 GALLON SEAT TOP W/CUP DISPENSER5 GALLON SEAT TOP

• Includes convenient cup dispenser
• Maintains ice for up to 3 days*
• Recessed, angled, drip-resistant spigot for easy dispensing
• Reinforced handles for strength and product longevity
• Pressure-fit lid will not trap dirt/mold
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• Includes convenient cup dispenser
• Maintains ice for up to 3.5 days*
• Recessed, angled, drip-resistant spigot for easy dispensing
• Reinforced handles for strength and product longevity
• Keeper cord affixed to lid and jug helps maintain cleanliness 

and keeps lid from getting misplaced
• Pressure-fit lid will not trap dirt/mold
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

• Maintains ice for up to 3 days*
• Recessed, angled, drip-resistant spigot for easy dispensing
• Reinforced handles for strength and product longevity
• Keeper cord affixed to lid and jug helps maintain cleanliness 

and keeps lid from getting misplaced
• Pressure-fit lid will not trap dirt/mold
• THERMECOOL™ Foam – Cleaner, eco-friendly insulation

20 Quarts / 18.9 Liters

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 42026 – Majestic Blue

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

40 Quarts / 37.9 Liters

Case Pack: 1 

Item #: 42021 – Orange

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

20 Quarts / 18.9 Liters

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 42316 – Orange

* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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SOFTSIDES
From the office to the gym, on lunch break in between classes or 
weekend adventures, take cool to go with our softsides collection of 
insulated lunch bags, cooler tote bags, cooler backpacks and way more 
(in a variety of colors and patterns).
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ESSENTIALS

66170
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66174
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66178
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66172
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

66176
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

66180
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

GRIPPER 22 COLLAPSE & COOL 6GRIPPER 9

• Two cooler compartments for keeping items separate
• Ergonomic, comfort-grip handle
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• Collapsible design for easy, space-saving storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner
• Includes Igloo display tray

• Two cooler compartments for keeping items separate
• Ergonomic, comfort-grip handle
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

22 Cans 6 Cans
9 Cans
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ESSENTIALS

66182
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66186
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66190
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66184
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

66188
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

66192
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

COLLAPSE & COOL™ 24 COLLAPSE & COOL™ 36COLLAPSE & COOL™ 12

• Collapsible design for easy, space-saving storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner
• Includes Igloo display tray

• Collapsible design for easy, space-saving storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Insulated fabric top hatch for quick access to drinks 

and snacks
• Padded fabric-wrapped top grab handle
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner
• Includes Igloo display tray

• Collapsible design for easy, space-saving storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner
• Includes Igloo display tray

24 Cans

36 Cans

12 Cans
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ESSENTIALS

66194
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66198
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66202
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66196
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

66200
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

66204
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

HARD LINER COOLER (HLC) 12 HARD LINER COOLER (HLC) 24HARD LINER COOLER (HLC) 6

• Hard plastic liner is removable and easy to clean
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak-resistant, antimicrobial soft liner

• Hard plastic liner is removable and easy to clean
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak-resistant, antimicrobial soft liner

• Hard plastic liner is removable and easy to clean
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak-resistant, antimicrobial soft liner

12 Cans 24 Cans6 Cans
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ESSENTIALS

• Hard plastic liner is removable and easy to clean
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak-resistant, antimicrobial soft liner

• Hard plastic liner is removable and easy to clean
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak-resistant, antimicrobial soft liner

• Integrated wheels and telescoping handle for easy transport
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Mesh hydration pockets
• Retractable floor allows roller to collapse for shipping  

and storage
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner18 Cans 26 Cans

32 Cans

26 CAN BACKPACK 32 CAN ROLLER18 CAN BACKPACK

66206
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66210
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66214
Monument / 
Iron Gate

66208
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

66212
Blithe / Dress 
Blues

66216
Blithe / Dress 
Blues
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PRINT ESSENTIALS

66228
Varied 
Stripes

66224
Hatch 
Texture

66226
Vector 
Floral

66220
B&W 
Crosshatch

66222
Chevron 
Trellis

66218
B&W 
Stripes

66252
Varied 
Stripes

66248
Hatch 
Texture

66250
Vector 
Floral

66244
B&W 
Crosshatch

66246
Chevron 
Trellis

66242
B&W 
Stripes

MINI ESSENTIALSLEFTOVER LUNCH

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and drinks
• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and drinks
• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

9 Cans 9 Cans
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PRINT ESSENTIALS

66264
Varied 
Stripes

66260
Hatch 
Texture

66262
Vector 
Floral

66256
B&W 
Crosshatch

66258
Chevron 
Trellis

66254
B&W 
Stripes

66276
Varied 
Stripes

66272
Hatch 
Texture

66274
Vector 
Floral

66268
B&W 
Crosshatch

66270
Chevron 
Trellis

66266
B&W 
Stripes

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and drinks
• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

14 Cans
30 Cans

30 CAN ESSENTIAL TOTEESSENTIAL TOTE

• Large cooler ideal for grocery shopping, picnics or other events
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Roomy zippered front pocket
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner
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SEABREEZE

30 CAN SQUARE24 CAN BACKPACKWAIST PACK

• Compact for on-the go trips to the beach
• Fits small snacks or drinks for two
• Adjustable waist strap with release buckle
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• Main compartment opens wide, allowing you to easily access 
food and drink

• Padded backpack straps for comfortable, hands-free carrying
• Built-out front pocket with covered zipper for additional storage
• Mesh hydration pockets
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• Front zip pocket for additional storage
• Insulated fabric top hatch for quick access to drinks  

and snacks
• Padded fabric-wrapped top grab handle
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner2 Cans

Item #: 66160 Blue Gradient 
24 Cans

Item #: 66162 Blue Gradient 

30 Cans

Item #: 66164 Blue Gradient 
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SEABREEZE

• Zippered, insulated compartment for food and drinks, plus mesh 
compartment for beach gear

• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• Front zip pocket for additional storage
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

20 Cans

Item #: 66166 Blue Gradient 

30 Cans

Item #: 66168 Blue Gradeint 

DUAL COMPARTMENT TOTE 30 CAN TOTE
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MAXCOLD® ASCENT

161310
Rugged Blue /

Black

161332
Rugged Blue /

Black

161335
Rugged Blue /

Black

161356
White

161358
White

161380
White

• MaxCold+® insulation (15mm HDPE foam) performs 25% 
better than traditional Maxcold insulation 

• Removable, easy-to-clean, hard plastic liner with ice slots  
• Constructed with 600D polyester with a TPE coating for a 

water and dirt resistant finish 
• Quick hatch with pull loop on lid for easy access to main 

cooler compartment 
• Adjustable, removable shoulder strap with Slipnot® shoulder 

pad for hands-free carrying convenience 
• Front zip pocket and exterior side mesh pockets for 

additional storage 
• Pass-through panel with zipper closure on rear 
• Bottle opener affixed to front face 
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold+® insulation (15mm HDPE foam) performs 25% 
better than traditional Maxcold insulation 

• Constructed with 600D polyester with a TPE coating for a 
water and dirt resistant finish 

• Adjustable, padded backpack straps with sternum strap for 
hands-free carrying 

• Front zip pocket and exterior side mesh pockets for 
additional storage 

• Pass-through panel with zipper closure on rear 
• Bottle opener affixed to backpack straps 
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold+® insulation (15mm HDPE foam) performs 25% 
better than traditional Maxcold insulation 

• Constructed with 600D polyester with a TPE coating for a 
water and dirt resistant finish 

• Adjustable, removable shoulder strap with Slipnot® shoulder 
pad for hands-free carrying convenience 

• Front zip pocket and exterior side mesh pockets for 
additional storage 

• Pass-through panel with zipper closure on rear 
• Bottle opener affixed to front face 
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

24 Cans

24 Cans30 Cans

HARD LINER COOLER (HLC) 24 24 CAN BACKPACK30 CAN TOTE
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MAXCOLD EVERGREEN™

166114
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166112
Black

166126
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166124
Black

166138
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166136
Black

HARD TOP GRIPPER 22 HARD LINER COOLER (HLC) 18GRIPPER 16

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Two cooler compartments for keeping items separate
• Ergonomic comfort-grip handle
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap for hands-free carrying convenience
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Protective molded tent-top compartment for separate  
dry storage

• Ergonomic comfort-grip handle
• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap for hands-free carrying convenience
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Quick-hatch lid for easy access to main cooler compartment
• Hard plastic liner is removable and easy to clean
• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap for hands-free carrying convenience
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

16 Cans

Case Pack: 2 22 Cans

Case Pack: 2

18 Cans

Case Pack: 4
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166142
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166140
Black

166122
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166120
Black

166134
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166132
Black

*Actual product will vary

MAXCOLD EVERGREEN™

HARDTOP BACKPACK TOP GRIP BACKPACKHARD LINER COOLER (HLC) 28

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Quick-hatch lid for easy access to main cooler compartment
• Hard plastic liner is removable and easy to clean
• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap for hands-free carrying convenience
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Crushproof EVA-molded lid compartment for separate  
dry storage

• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Exterior side mesh storage pockets
• Adjustable, padded air mesh backpack straps for hands-free 

carrying convenience
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Top zip pocket helps keep smaller items secured
• Exterior side mesh storage pockets
• Adjustable, padded air mesh backpack straps with sternum 

strap for hands-free carrying convenience
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

28 Cans

Case Pack: 2
18 Cans

Case Pack: 2

24 Cans

Case Pack: 2
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166118
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166116
 Black

166150
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166148
Black

166154
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166152
Black

MAXCOLD EVERGREEN™

SNAPDOWN 24SNAPDOWN 12TOTE 16

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Can be carried as a tote with buckles unsnapped or a square 
with buckles snapped together

• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Adjustable, removable shoulder strap for hands-free  

carrying conveinence
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Can be carried as a tote with buckles unsnapped or a square 
with buckles snapped together

• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Adjustable, removable padded shoulder strap for hands-free 

carrying convenience
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

16 Cans

Case Pack: 6

12 Cans

Case Pack: 4
24 Cans

Case Pack: 2
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MAXCOLD EVERGREEN™

166158
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166146
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166156
Black

166144
Black

166130
Blue Frost / 
Dress Blue

166128
Black

SNAPDOWN 36 COLLAPSIBLE ROLLER 32 COOL FUSION 36

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Can be carried as a tote with buckles unsnapped or a square 
with buckles snapped together

• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Adjustable, removable padded shoulder strap for hands-free  

carrying convenience
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is crafted with an eco-friendly REPREVE® 
recycled performa nce fiber and hard-wearing 1680 D poly 

• Locking telescoping handle
• Roller collapses for easy storage
• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Exterior side mesh storage pockets
• PU coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner    

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 1680D polyester

• Locking, telescoping handle
• Wide base with rubber soft-ride sport wheels
• Easy-to-clean hard plastic interior liner adds structure, 

strength and durability
• Two zippered pockets, two mesh pockets and bungee cord 

provides ample exterior storage and organization
• PU-coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

36 Cans

Case Pack: 2

32 Cans

Case Pack: 2 36 Cans

Case Pack: 2
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MAXCOLD VOYAGER™

166290
Capulet  
Olive /  
Black

166294
Capulet  
Olive /  
Black

166298
Capulet  
Olive /  
Black

166292
Monument / 
Iron Gate

166296
Monument / 
Iron Gate

166300 
Monument / 
Iron Gate

HARD LINER COOLER (HLC) 12HARDTOP GRIPPER 22GRIPPER 16

• MaxCold+® insulation: 15mm HDPE foam to keep food and 
drinks colder longer than traditional MaxCold® insulation

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 600D polyester 
with a TPE coating for a water- and dirt-resistant finish

• Hard plastic liner with ice slots is removable and 
easy to clean

• Quick-hatch lid for easy access to main cooler compartment
• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Exterior side mesh storage pockets
• Hex Bungee™ System keeps larger items secured to the front
• Adjustable shoulder strap with Slipnot™ shoulder pad for 

hands-free carrying convenience
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold+® insulation: 15mm HDPE foam to keep food and 
drinks colder longer than traditional MaxCold® insulation

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 600D polyester with 
a TPE coating for a water- and dirt-resistant finish

• Two cooler compartments for keeping items separate
• Ergonomic, comfort-grip handle
• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Hex Bungee™ System keeps larger items secured to the front
• Adjustable shoulder strap with Slipnot™ shoulder pad for 

hands-free carrying convenience
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold+® insulation: 15mm HDPE foam to keep food and 
drinks colder longer than traditional MaxCold® insulation

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled 
polyester made from plastic bottles and 600D polyester 
with a TPE coating for a water- and dirt-resistant finish

• Protective molded tent-top compartment for separate  
dry storage

• Ergonomic, comfort-grip handle
• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Hex Bungee™ System keeps larger items secured to the front
• Adjustable shoulder strap with Slipnot™ shoulder pad for 

hands-free carrying convenience
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

12 Cans

Case Pack: 4

16 Cans

Case Pack: 2 22 Cans

Case Pack: 2
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MAXCOLD VOYAGER™

166302
Capulet  
Olive /  
Black

166306
Capulet  
Olive /  
Black

166304
Monument / 
Iron Gate

166308
Monument / 
Iron Gate

HARD LINER COOLER (HLC) 24 TOTE 28

• MaxCold+®insulation: 15mm HDPE foam to keep food and drinks colder 
longer than traditional MaxCold® insulation

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled polyester made 
from plastic bottles and 600D polyester with a TPE coating for a water- 
and dirt-resistant finish

• Quick-hatch lid for easy access to main cooler compartment
• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Hex Bungee™ System keeps larger items secured to the front
• Adjustable, removable shoulder strap with Slipnot™ shoulder pad for 

hands-free carrying convenience
• Pass-through on back for telescoping handles
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold+® insulation: 15mm HDPE foam to keep food and drinks colder 
longer than traditional MaxCold® insulation

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled polyester made 
from plastic bottles and 600D polyester with a TPE coating for a water- 
and dirt-resistant finish

• Hard plastic liner with ice slots is removable and easy to clean
• Quick-hatch lid for easy access to main cooler compartment
• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Exterior side mesh storage pockets
• Hex Bungee™ System keeps larger items secured to the front
• Adjustable shoulder strap with Slipnot™ shoulder pad for hands-free 

carrying convenience
• Pass-through on back for telescoping handles
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner 28 Cans

Case Pack: 2
24 Cans

Case Pack: 2
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MAXCOLD VOYAGER™

166310
Capulet  
Olive /  
Black

166314
Capulet  
Olive /  
Black

166312
Monument / 
Iron Gate

166316
Monument / 
Iron Gate

SNAPDOWN 36 SNAPDOWN BACKPACK 18

• MaxCold+® insulation: 15mm HDPE foam to keep food and drinks colder 
longer than traditional MaxCold® insulation

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled polyester made 
from plastic bottles and 600D polyester with a TPE coating for a water- 
and dirt-resistant finish

• Adjustable, padded air mesh backpack straps with sternum strap for 
hands-free carrying convenience

• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Exterior side mesh storage pockets
• Hex Bungee™ System keeps larger items secured to the front
• Padded pass-through on back for telescoping handles
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold+® insulation: 15mm HDPE foam to keep food and drinks colder 
longer than traditional MaxCold® insulation

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled polyester made 
from plastic bottles and 600D polyester with a TPE coating for a water- 
and dirt-resistant finish

• Carry as a tote with side buckles unsnapped or as a square with side 
buckles snapped together

• Adjustable, removable shoulder strap with Slipnot™ shoulder pad for 
hands-free carrying convenience

• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Hex Bungee™ System keeps larger items secured to the front
• Pass-through on back for telescoping handles
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

18 Cans

Case Pack: 436 Cans

Case Pack: 2
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MAXCOLD VOYAGER™

166318
Capulet  
Olive /  
Black

166322
Capulet  
Olive /  
Black

166320
Monument / 
Iron Gate

166324
Monument / 
Iron Gate

BACKPACK 30 COLLAPSIBLE ROLLER 40

• MaxCold+® insulation: 15mm HDPE foam to keep food and drinks colder 
longer than traditional MaxCold® insulation

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled polyester made 
from plastic bottles and 600D polyester with a TPE coating for a water- 
and dirt-resistant finish

• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Hex Bungee™ System keeps larger items secured to the front
• Adjustable, padded air mesh backpack straps with sternum strap for 

hands-free carrying convenience
• Padded pass-through on back for telescoping handles
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold+® insulation: 15mm HDPE foam to keep food and drinks colder 
longer than traditional MaxCold® insulation

• Exterior fabric is constructed with REPREVE® recycled polyester made 
from plastic bottles and 600D polyester with a TPE coating for a water- 
and dirt-resistant finish

• Integrated wheels and locking, telescoping handle
• Pass-through back panel for telescoping handle on trolley
• Bag can be removed from trolley and used on its own
• Quick-hatch lid for easy access to main cooler compartment
• Deep gusseted front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Exterior side mesh storage pockets
• Hex Bungee™ System keeps larger items secured to the front
• Leak-resistant, easy-to-clean, antimicrobial liner30 Cans

Case Pack: 2
40 Cans

Case Pack: 2
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REALTREE™

REALTREE EDGE COLORS WITH ANTLER Camouflage Pattern
©2020 of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, Ltd., All rights reserved.

PLAYMATE®  GRIPPER 16

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 
food and drinks cooler longer

• Two cooler compartments for keeping 
items seperate

• Ergonomic. rubberized comfort grip handle
• Gusseted front flap pocket for extra storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

16 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: (DI: 164636) – Brown / Realtree®

HARD LINER COOLER (HLC) 12COLLAPSE & COOL 6 

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 
food and drinks cooler longer

• Removable, easy to clean, hard plastic liner
• Extra long, adjustable shoulder strap
• Gusseted front flap pocket for extra storage
• Padded fabric-wrapped top grab handle
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Collapsible design for easy, space saving storage
• Hook and loop straps help secure the cooler when collapsed
• Extra long, adjustable shoulder strap offers a hands free 

carry option
• Gusseted front flap pocket for extra storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner
• Includes Igloo display tray

12 Cans

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 64638 (DI: 164638) – Brown / Realtree®

6 Cans

Case Pack: 6
Item #: 65243 (DI: 165243) – Brown / Realtree®
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REALTREE™

REALTREE EDGE COLORS WITH ANTLER Camouflage Pattern ©  
2020 of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, Ltd., All rights reserved.

• Ultra thick insulation provides maximum cooling performance
• Molded EVA quick hatch on lid allows for easy access to food and drinks
• Comfortable rubberized grip handles click together for easy carrying
• Adjustable, removable shoulder strap
• Pass-through panel on back for use over telescoping handles
• Gusseted front flap pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Deep, insulated front zipper pocket provides additional storage
• Padded backpack straps with adjustable sternum strap for 

hands-free carrying
• Side mesh hydration pockets with additional straps to keep 

taller bottles in place
• Padded zip pocket on back to store flat, dry items like books, 

magazines, and tablets
• Gusseted front flap pocket for extra storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

30 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 64640 (DI: 164640) –Brown / Realtree®

30 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 64642 (DI: 164642) – Brown / Realtree®

SQUARE 30 GIZMO BACKPACK 30
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RETRO™

• A wearable cooler with retro style
• Adjustable waist strap for the perfect fit
• Main compartment zips closed to keep things 

safely under wraps
• Front zip pocket to store small accessories
• Lightweight liner is leak-resistant, easy to 

clean & antimicrobial

• A cooler lunch bag with retro style
• Multiple carry features: Adjustable shoulder 

strap for easy, hands-free carrying & a top 
handle as a quick grab-&-go option

• Large main compartment features a dual-zip 
closure to keep things safely under wraps

• Front zip pocket to store small accessories
• Lightweight liner is leak-resistant, easy to 

clean & antimicrobial

• A backpack cooler bag with retro style
• Multiple carry features: Adjustable, padded 

backpack straps for easy, hands-free carrying 
& top handles as a quick grab-&-go option

• Large main compartment with a wide zip 
opening

• Built-out front zip pocket (fabric lined) stores 
small accessories while the side hydration 
pockets hold your reusable bottles

• Lightweight liner in the main compartment is 
leak-resistant, easy to clean & antimicrobial

• A carryall cooler bag with retro style
• Multiple carry features: Adjustable & 

removable padded shoulder strap for easy, 
hands-free carrying & top handles (with 
padded wrap closure) as a quick grab-&-go 
option

• Large main compartment with a wide zip 
opening

• Three large, fabric-lined exterior zip pockets 
(at the sides & front) to store even more

• Rubber “feet” on the bag’s bottom further 
protects it from making direct contact with 
surfaces & keeps it from sliding

• Lightweight liner in the main compartment is 
leak-resistant, easy to clean & antimicrobial

3 Cans

Case Pack: 9 Cans

Case Pack: 
20 Cans

Case Pack: 

24 Cans

Case Pack: 

FANNY PACK SQUARE LUNCH BACKPACK DUFFEL BAG

66058
Electric 
Watermelon

66062
Electric 
Watermelon

65477
Dark Jade

65479
Dark Jade

65483
Dark Jade

65481
Dark Jade
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PARTS & 
ACCESSORIES
In a world consistently on the go, accidents are bound to happen. And 
yet our parts and accessories aren’t just for repairs — if you’re looking 
for a tough upgrade or in the market for some handy gear, we’ve got 
what you need.
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ICE SUBSTITUTES

ICE BLOCK

• Uses non-toxic Ultratherm® gel for extended cooling 
performance

• Each reusable block contains freezable gel
• (XL) Larger reusable ice block made for large and extra large 

coolers
• (XL) Ridged design for easy grabbing and handling

(Small)

Case Pack: 12
Item #: 25197

(Medium)

Case Pack: 12
Item #: 25199

(Large)

Case Pack: 12
Item #: 25201

(X-Large)

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 25334

PERFORMANCE ICE BLOCK 

• 5 Performance Ice Shapes:
• Engineered for maximum performance
• Over 25% more cooling power
• Designed for modularity within the Trailmate and Recon Line of 

Performance Cooler Products   

(Mini Lunch Block)

Case Pack: 6
Item #: 25463 

(Large Block)

Case Pack: 4 

Item #: 25464

(X-Large Block)

Case Pack: 3
Item #: 25466

(Mini Brick)

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 25465 

(Ice Brick)

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 25467
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ICE SUBSTITUTES

GEL PACKMAXCOLD ½ SLEEVE 

• Uses non-toxic Ultratherm® gel for extended 
cooling performance

• Each reusable pouch contains 8 oz (236 ml) of freezable gel
• Soft pouch molds to fit around items for localized intense cold

• Wrap your drink like an iced koozie or separate and create 
cold zones within your cooler 

• Can be used in any Igloo hardside and softside coolers

Case Pack: 24
Item #: 25076

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 25462
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WIRE BASKETS

WIRE BASKET – IMX 24 WIRE BASKET –  IMX 70

• The perfect size for storing dry goods like sandwiches 
and chips

• Polyethylene-coated steel wire with corrosion-resistant 
coating that withstands exposure to ice, water and 
other liquids

• Grid pattern of 0.67” x 0.98” rectangles on bottom of rack 
help prevent smaller items from falling through rack yet allow 
circulation of cool air into the rack contents

• Easy-to-clean surface; just wash with soap and water
• Fits: IMX 24 and 20 Qt rotomolded coolers
• Approximate dimensions: 9.69”x 7.14”

• The perfect size for storing dry goods like sandwiches and chips
• Polyethylene-coated steel wire with corrosion-resistant coating 

that withstands exposure to ice, water and other liquids
• Grid pattern of 0.67” x 0.98” rectangles on bottom of rack 

help prevent smaller items from falling through rack yet allow 
circulation of cool air into the rack contents

• Easy-to-clean surface; just wash with soap and water
• Fits: IMX 70 and 55 Qt and 70 Qt rotomolded coolers
• Approximate dimensions: 12.6” x 12.28”

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 20067

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 20069

WIRE BASKET – 72-94 QT (NON-ROTO) WIRE BASKET – 110QT GLIDE

• The perfect size for storing dry goods like sandwiches 
and chips

• Polyethylene-coated steel wire with corrosion-resistant 
coating that withstands exposure to ice, water and 
other liquids

• Narrow grid pattern on rack bottom prevents smaller items 
from falling through while still allowing cool-air circulation to 
reach rack’s contents

• Easy-to-clean surface; just wash with soap and water
• Fits most 70 / 72 / 94 Qt non-rotomolded coolers

• The perfect size for storing dry goods like sandwiches 
and chips

• Polyethylene-coated steel wire with corrosion-resistant 
coating that withstands exposure to ice, water and 
other liquids

• Grid pattern of 0.67” x 0.98” rectangles on bottom of rack 
help prevent smaller items from falling through rack yet allow 
circulation of cool air into the rack contents

• Easy-to-clean surface; just wash with soap and water
• Fits 90 Qt rotomolded cooler
• Also fits Ice Cube™ 48, Ice Cube™ 60 and Glide™ 110
• Approximate dimensions: 14.32” x 13”Case Pack: 2

Item #: 20074
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 20070

WIRE BASKET – 128–165 QT (NON-ROTO)

• The perfect size for storing dry goods like sandwiches 
and chips

• Polyethylene-coated steel wire with corrosion-resistant 
coating that withstands exposure to ice, water and 
other liquids

• Narrow grid pattern on rack bottom prevents smaller items 
from falling through while still allowing cool-air circulation to 
reach rack’s contents

• Easy-to-clean surface; just wash with soap and water
• Fits most 128/165 Qt non-rotomolded coolers

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 20075
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HINGES

HINGES – STAINLESS STEEL HINGES – HYBRID

• Single unit includes: 1 pair of stainless steel hinges, 8 
stainless steel screws

• Fits all rectangular-shaped, hinged Igloo® coolers sized 
25-165 Qt

• Universal design replaces all current or original style Igloo® 
cooler hinges

• Easy to install

• Single unit includes: 1 pair of hinges, 8 stainless steel screws
• Engineering-grade resin with stainless steel hinge pin for 

extra-long life
• Fits all rectangular-shaped, hinged Igloo® coolers sized 

25-165 Qt
• Universal design replaces all current or original style Igloo® 

cooler hinges
• Contains UV inhibitors to protect against sun damage 

and breakdown
• Easy to install

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24005

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24045

HINGES – EXTENDED LIFE

• Single unit includes: 1 pair of hinges, 8 screws
• Fits all rectangular-shaped, hinged Igloo® coolers sized 

25-165 Qt
• Universal design replaces all current or original style Igloo® 

cooler hinges
• Contains UV inhibitors to protect against sun damage 

and breakdown
• Easy to install

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24027
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HINGES & LID STRAPS

HINGES – UNIVERSAL HINGES – OVERSIZED MECHANICAL

• Single unit includes: 1 pair of hinges, 8 screws
• Fits all rectangular-shaped, hinged Igloo® coolers sized 

25-165 Qt
• Universal design replaces all current or original style Igloo® 

cooler hinges
• Treated with UV inhibitors to protect against sun damage 

and breakdown
• Easy to install

• Single unit contains: 1 hinge, 6 stainless steel screws
• Fits 150-165 Qt Igloo coolers 
• Easy to Install

Case Pack: 10 (or) 40
Item #: 24047 – 10pc

Item #: 24012 – 40pc

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24068

LID STRAPS

• Includes: 1 individual stainless steel lid strap
• Corrosion-resistant, coated stainless steel strap with 

pivoting grommets
• “Universal” fit – can be used to replace all Igloo 12”, 14” and 16” 

lid straps
• 12” fits all 25-48 Qt Marine Ultra™ or any standard 

rectangular Igloo® cooler equipped with lid straps
• 14” fits 54-120 Qt Super Tough™ and Igloo® Marine coolers or 

any standard Igloo® cooler up to 120 Qt. equipped with 
lid straps 

• 16” fits 128-165 Qt Super Tough™ or Igloo® Marine coolers or 
any standard Igloo® cooler 150-165 Qt equipped with 
lid straps

(12” Stainless Steel Lid Strap)

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 9012

(14” Stainless Steel Lid Strap)

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 9015

(16” Stainless Steel Lid Strap)

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 9017
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LATCHES

LATCH – STAINLESS STEEL LATCH – HYBRID STAINLESS & PLASTIC LATCH – STANDARD PLASTIC

• Single unit includes: 1 latch, 1 post, 4 stainless steel screws
• Universal latch fits all Igloo® coolers with latch closures 

50-165 Qt
• Stainless steel hinge is rust-resistant and durable for long 

cooler life
• Beveled latch edge deflects impact, reducing chance 

 of breakage
• Interchangeable/retrofits with all current and original style 

Igloo® latches

• Single unit includes: 1 latch, 1 post, 3 stainless steel screws
• Universal latch fits all Igloo® coolers with latch closures 

50-165 Qt
• Stainless steel hinge is rust-resistant and durable for long 

cooler life
• Rests close to cooler when unlatched to minimize shearing off 
• Integrated parts and guided “locator post” for easy assembly
• Beveled latch edge deflects impact, reducing chance 

of breakage
• Interchangeable/retrofits with all current and original style 

Igloo® latches

• Single unit includes: 1 latch, 1 post, 3 screws, instructions
• Universal latch fits all Igloo® coolers with latch closures 

50-165 Qt
• Rugged and durable for long cooler life
• Rests close to cooler when unlatched to minimize shearing off 
• Integrated parts and guided locator post for easy assembly
• Beveled latch edge deflects impact, reducing chance 

of breakage
• Interchangeable/retrofits with all current and original style 

Igloo® latches
Case Pack: 10
Item #: 20018

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24029

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24013
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LATCHES 

LATCH – OVERSIZED MECHANICAL LATCH – SPORT 5 GALLON ROLLER 

• Single unit contains: 1 hinge, 3 stainless steel screws
• Fits Latitude 90 Qt and other select coolers.
• Easy to install
• Integrated parts and guided locator post for easy assembly 
• Oversized and durable to keep larger lid securely closed 
• Rests close to cooler when unlatched to minimize shearing off

• Single unit includes 1 latch with hinge attachment
• Easy to install – installation instructions included
• Fits all Igloo® 5 Gallon Igloo beverage rollers
• Toolbox style latch – lift up and fold down for access to 

beverage cooler lid
• Latching lid aids in preventing lid loss and leaks during 

transport of beverage roller

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24069

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 20030
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HANDLES

HANDLE – COMFORT GRIP SWING-UP

• Fits Glide™, Marine and MaxCold® Ultra models 
• Includes: 1 handle and bracket
• White swing-up handle with black rubber soft grip for more 

comfortable use

(25-72 Qt coolers)

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 9003

(94-100 Qt coolers)

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 9004

(110-165 Qt coolers )

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 9005

HANDLE – 25-72 QT HANDLE – 90-100 QT

• Single package includes: 1 pair of swing-up handles, 4 screws
• Fits most rectangular-shaped Igloo® coolers
• Easy to install

• Single package includes: 1 pair of swing-up handles, 8 screws
• Fits most rectangular-shaped Igloo® coolers
• Easy to install

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 21023

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 21025
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UNIVERSAL PARTS KITS 

XTREME UNIVERSAL PARTS KITUNIVERSAL PARTS KIT

• Single kit contains:
• 1 Triple Snap Drain Plug – fits 25-70 Qt Igloo® coolers 
• 1 Threaded Drain Plug – fits 50-165 Qt Igloo® coolers -
• 1 Pair of Stainless Steel Hinges (2 each) – fits 25-165 Qt Igloo® coolers 
• 2 Stainless Steel Latches and 2 Latch Buttons – fits 50-165 Qt 

Igloo® coolers 
• 12”, 14”, 16” Stainless Steel Lid Straps
• 22 screws 
• Universal design replaces all current or original style Igloo® hinges and 

latches

• Single kit contains:
• 1 Triple Snap Drain Plug – fits 25-70 Qt Igloo® coolers
• 1 Threaded Drain Plug – fits 50-165 Qt Igloo® coolers
• 2 pairs of Hinges (4 each) – fits 25-165 Qt Igloo® coolers
• 2 Latches and 2 Latch Posts – fits 50-165 Qt Igloo® coolers
• 22 Screws
• Universal design replaces all current or original style Igloo® hinges 

and latches

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 20156

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 20108
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POWER CORDS

12V DC POWER CORD 12V DC POWER CORD12V DC POWER CORD 

• Fits Igloo® Cool Chill™, Koolmate™, Iceless™ TEs
• Excellent universal fit and connectivity in  

12V outlets
• Self-adjusting power connector tip with wide 

contact area
• Two self-adjusting power connection points  

on sides
• Two self-adjusting fit tabs on sides
• Extra fuse included – directions attached to cord
• Heavy-duty 8-ft. cord
• Power indicator light
• Finger grips on all four sides
• ETL safety listed

• Fits Igloo® VersaTemp™ TE units
• Excellent universal fit and connectivity in  

12V outlets
• Self-adjusting power barrell connector tip
• Two self-adjusting power connection points
• Two self-adjusting fit tabs on sides
• Directions attached to cord
• Heavy-duty cord
• Power indicator light
• ETL safety listed

• Fits Igloo® new model of Iceless 28
• Excellent universal fit and connectivity in  

12V outlets
• Self-adjusting power barrell connector tip
• Two self-adjusting power connection points
• Two self-adjusting fit tabs on sides
• Directions attached to cord
• Heavy-duty cord
• Power indicator light
• ETL safety listed

Case Pack: 50
Item #: 25121

Case Pack: 24
Item #: 9168

Case Pack: 24
Item #: 40393

110V AC CONVERTER

• Works with Igloo® Versatemp™, Cool Chill™, 
Koolmate™, Iceless™ TEs

• Converts 110V AC power from wall outlets into 12V 
DC current to power Igloo® TEs

• Fitted with North American plug - for use in U.S., 
Canada and Mexico

• ETL safety listed
• LED power indicator light

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 40389
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TIE-DOWNS

CABLE LOCKING KIT

• Comes with carbon steel bracket to fit most 
rotomolded coolers 40 Qt and higher

• Bracket fits in most tie-down slots in the body of  
a rotomolded cooler

• 6 ft. x 5/16 in. steel braided cable for ultimate 
security and flexible enough to fit multiple 
locking applications

• Braided cable can wrap around a cooler handle, 
through the cooler handle or through the coolers  
lid lock to secure in place

• Robust metal lock with 2 keys serve as a  
theft deterrent

• 40 different key/lock configurations for  
added security

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 25340
Avail: While Supplies Last

MARINE ULTRA™ TIE DOWN KIT UNIVERSAL TIE DOWN KIT

• Fits Igloo® coolers equipped with swing-out handles doubling 
as tie-down loops

• Easy-to-install kit includes 4 bottom corner brackets, 2 straps, 
12 screws and instructions

• Brackets made of high-impact polystyrene for extended life
• Heavy-duty strap holds loaded cooler in place securely

• Made to fit most Igloo chest coolers with tie-down loops, tie-
down slots or swing-up handles

• Single unit includes: Two deck plates, two cam buckles with 54” 
straps, two spring hooks and eight stainless steel screws

• All metal parts are heavy-duty, marine-grade 316 stainless 
steel (screws are 304 stainless steel)

• Heavy-duty straps with metal hardware loop through deck 
plates to securely hold loaded cooler in place on a boat deck, 
truck bed and other surfaces

• Easy to install and use – instruction manual includedCase Pack: 12
Item #: 9797

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 25332
Avail: While Supplies Last
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SPIGOT & DRAIN PLUGS

DRAIN PLUG – TRIPLE SNAP DRAIN PLUG – THREADED TETHERED DRAIN PLUG CAPS

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24010

• For Igloo® coolers with non-threaded push-cap 
drain plugs, typically 50–70 Qts

• Triple-snap cap seals tight to prevent leaks
• Tethered cap helps prevent cap loss
• Easy-to-install kit includes press-on cap and nut 

with gasket and washer

• For Igloo® coolers with threaded drain plugs, 
typically 50–165 Qts

• Threaded cap seals tight to prevent leaks
• Tethered cap helps prevent cap loss
• Easy-to-install kit includes screw-on cap and nut 

with gasket and washer

• Fits on Igloo® threaded drain plugs used on coolers 
size 50 Qts and larger

• Threaded cap seals tight to prevent leaks
• Tether helps prevent cap loss
• Easily installed on existing drain plug

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24011

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 20049

SPIGOT – STANDARD

• Single unit includes 1 spigot with gasketed nut
• Fits all Igloo® 2, 3, 5 and 10 gallon 

beverage coolers
• Easily installed 
• Front access, push-button spigot
• Once installed the spigot is recessed, making it  

less prone to shearing off
• Angled pour spout for easy dispensing
• Drip-resistant valve

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24009
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CUPS AND CUP HOLDERS

4.25 OUNCE ROLLED RIM CONE CUPS CUP DISPENSER CUP DISPENSER BRACKET

• Fits cup dispenser models #8090 and #8243
• Rolled rim style for easy dispensing
• Most popular disposable cone cup size
• Each sleeve contains 200 cups - enough for a single fill of the 

cup dispenser

• Fits all Igloo 3, 5 and 10 gallon beverage coolers equipped 
with a cup dispenser bracket

• Holds one full sleeve of cone cups
• Heavy-duty construction – Impact-resistant plastic body 

and cap
• Removable cap allows for easy loading of cups
• Dispenser slides easily but firmly onto cup dispenser bracket 

• Single unit includes 1 cup dispenser bracket and 2 stainless 
steel screws

• Fits on Igloo® 3, 5 and 10 gallon beverage coolers
• Works with Igloo® cup dispenser model #8090

Case Pack: 25
Item #: 25010

(Fits 4 oz.-4.5 oz. cone cups)

Case Pack: 6
Item #: 8090

(Fits 4 oz.-4.5 oz. cone cups)

Case Pack: 12
Item #: 8242

(Fits 7 oz.-8 oz. cone cups)

Case Pack: 12
Item #: 9534

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 20016
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TRUCK RACKS

WIRE TRUCK RACK FOR 2 - 5 GALLON TRUCK RACK FOR 3 - 5 GALLON WIRE TRUCK RACK FOR 10 GALLON

• Fits 2-5 gallon Igloo® beverage coolers, including 
 5 gallon roller

• Heavy-duty metal wire construction with welded joints
• Treated surface withstands tough outdoor conditions
• Heavy-duty, adjustable, webbed cinch strap with metal buckle 

firmly holds cooler in place
• Positions cooler at right height for easy access to cup filling

• Fits Igloo® 3 and 5 gallon beverage coolers
• Solid sheet metal construction with welded joints
• Treated surface to withstand tough outdoor conditions
• Heavy-duty, adjustable, webbed cinch strap with metal buckle 

firmly holds cooler in place
• Positions cooler at right height for easy access to cup filling

• Fits 10 gallon Igloo® beverage coolers
• Heavy-duty metal wire construction with welded joints
• Treated surface withstands tough outdoor conditions
• Heavy-duty, adjustable, webbed cinch strap with metal buckle 

firmly holds cooler in place
• Positions cooler at right height for easy access to cup filling

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 25041

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 25042 Case Pack: 1

Item #: 25043
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